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LaceCake

Earlene Moore, Lubbock, TX

Making the flowers and leaves
for the Edna Tiara topper.

Make 50 finger blossoms and
25 blossom buds.

Cut #28 wire into 3" lengths.
Use three white stamens per
1
2
3
flower – fold in half, place the wire through the
folded stamen, fold down and twist to secure – use
½ width light green florist tape – hold the stamen
tightly and wrap the bottom ⅓ with the ½ width
florist tape going down the wire to secure.
Insert 2" lengths of a drinking straw into a piece of
Styrofoam™. The straw will hold multiple flowers
and leaves without bending the wire trying to insert
it into the Styrofoam™.

4
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5. Flatten the petals
pushing toward the
center slightly.
6. With the pointed
end of the modeling stick roll side to side on
each petal on the side of your finger to flatten
and widen.

Blossoms:

7. Insert the modeling stick in the center to make a
slight indention.

2. Form it into a teardrop.

8. Put a tiny amount of piping gel at the base of the
stamen on the florist tape and insert the stamen
on the wire in the center – Neaten the base of
the flower to a tapered point.

1. Make a small pea size ball.
3. Insert a modeling stick in the wide end of
the teardrop.
4. With small scissors cut six equal petals.

Supplies needed for blossoms and buds:
• Gumpaste

• Paint brushes

• Small scissors

• Styrofoam™ piece for
drying flowers

• #28 wire,
cut into 3" lengths
• Modeling stick
(medium Cel stick)
• Pink and avocado colors
• Shortening
• Piping gel
• Light green florist tape
• White stamens
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• Small (¾" length) rose
leaf type cutter
• Two straws cut into
2" lengths

9. Let totally dry.
10. Using a round full bristle brush dust the edges of
the flower (top and bottom) and the stamen with
magenta dusting powder. Brush lightly the slim
tapered end with avocado dusting powder.
Buds:

To make the buds, use the same ball and teardrop –
then take scissors and snip ¾ of the bud from the
top slim end twice. This should give you four almost
equal sections. Twist to give the bud appearance.
Fold the end of a #28 wire into a small flat U.
Dip very slightly into piping gel and insert into
the fat end of the bud. Dry and then dust to
match the blossoms.

Make 90 small rose type leaves from gumpaste.
Using a small gumpaste leaf cutter approximately
¾ inch long. Cut the shapes from gumpaste rolled
thin (1/32nd of an inch) (As a guide, you could use
two wooden coffee stirrers to roll the gumpaste
between. It’s #4 on my pasta machine). Attach a
wire to the leaf. I insert it into the gumpaste so it
doesn’t show on either side. Flatten the edges with
your fingers and then using a ball or marble tool thin
the edges on a CelPad, shape the leaf and dry. Dust
with avocado dusting powder and wrap the wires
with florist tape.
The Edna Tiara Topper

Cut off ⅓ to ½ of a 2½" Styrofoam™ ball. Draw
a circle approximately ¼" larger than the ball on
a 1" thick sheet of Styrofoam™. On the front of
that drawing, draw a ledge for the tiara to sit on.
Raising it 1" in the front and angled down to the
back. Either side will need to be trimmed away
slightly to allow the tiara to rest on those side
sections. (See photos.) Use toothpicks to connect the
ball and the 1" base piece. Cover with fondant and
attach to a gumpaste disc slightly larger than
the Styrofoam™ piece.

Roll out gumpaste to the thickness of the craft
wooden sticks and place in the Edna Tiara Mold
following the directions for using the molds on page
9. (Note – Molds shown in this article are prototypes
and the actual molds will have the cutting ridges on
them.) Insert five skewers into the bottom of the 4"
x 3" cake dummy (one in the center). Cut a piece
of wax paper to cover the sides of the Styrofoam™
and secure with a florist pen. Lay the Styrofoam™
dummy over a shallow bowl as shown. The
skewers give stability and keep everything lifted
from the bowl. Brush the back of the Edna Tiara

(Continued on the next page)
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gumpaste piece lightly in a few areas with piping
gel and lay over the wax paper to dry. Piping gel
under the ends will keep the molded piece attached
where you want it. Let dry 24 hours, or longer if you
live in a humid area. When you are sure it is dry,
remove the florist pins and slip the wax paper with
the molded tiara off of the Styrofoam™. Gently
remove the wax paper from the backside of the tiara.
Let dry. Carefully pipe a similar pattern with a #4
tip on the back of the tiara using royal icing for extra
stability if needed.
Step by Step Designing an Elegant Lace
Design Cake

You can make all of the fondant molded pieces a day
or two ahead and place them in zip lock bags. You
will need four of the entire Edna Tiara mold, four of
the #2 element, eight sets of the # 3 and #4 elements,
eight of the #5 whole Kathy Mold, four of the Kathy
#8 element, twelve (12) hearts from the #6 element,
and four of the #7 element. I make the curved
pieces when I get to those sections on the cake and
make them all at one time to get them all the same
size. It is easier to adjust the curve to fit when those
are made fresh. The small curves are made from pea
size balls and the larger curves are made from small
marble size balls. You will need four sets of each of
the curve sets. Tiara Stone – Make small pea size
balls, roll into small logs, flatten and round the ends
where they will fit into the small oval cavities at the
lower center of the Edna Tiaras.

Supplies needed for cake:
• One 15" x 2" cake layer			
• Lemon extract or
confectioner’s glaze
• Cornstarch in a
and wash
knee-high stocking
• “New” Edna Tiara Mold
• Two 10" x 2" cake layers		
• Disco dust
• Assorted brushes
• “New” Kathy Mold
• Knife					
• Florist pin and
• Plastic cutting sheet
long toothpick
• 15" and 10" cardboard
circles		 • Fondant
• Stencil brush w/1"
diameter bristles

• ¼" ribbon and florist tape
• Piping gel		

• Fondant smoother			
• Cutting wheel
• Rubberband

• Craft sticks		

• Veiner/foot tool			
• Veining/Dresden tools
• Pearl dust
• Cutting wheel tool
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• Small rolling pin

Bake two – 10"
round layers and
one 15" round layer.
Bevel the 15" layer as
shown. Place the 15"
cardboard under the
cake and center the
10" cardboard on top.
Trim at an angle with
a knife to create the beveled layer. Stack the two 10"
layers on top. Ice with buttercream and then apply a
layer of fondant over the whole cake. You will need
an approximately 28" circle of fondant. Brush piping
gel on the edge of the board (just to be sticky – not
goopy wet) under the cake and apply the ribbon to
the piping gel. Where the ribbon joins place a tiny
bow from the same ribbon to cover the join.

Since our molds are made differently – they are also
processed and used differently. Here are the steps I
take when using these molds.

1. Roll out the fondant to the thickness of the craft sticks.
2. Dust the top of the fondant with the cornstarch in
the knee high stocking.
3. Place the cornstarch side down on the mold and roll
firmly but gently over the cutting ridge to remove
the excess fondant icing.
4. Press the fondant down into the mold firmly.
5. I use a fat (3/4" to 1" diameter) stencil brush with
a rubber band around the brush to pound the detail
down into the mold. Details are deep in these
molds so heavy pressure needs to be used. You will
want to fill any deep cavities with a ball or teardrop
shape. Press in to fill those cavities. Turn the mold
upside down and gently remove the molded piece.
If for some reason you didn’t get enough detail –
put the molded piece right back in the mold and
press again to get the best detailed look. Use a
cutting wheel to separate the elements in a mold.
A veining tool is also handy for cleaning up small
areas in the mold.

Step by Step in Designing a Cake Using
Lace Molds

Measure the circumference of the 10" layer cake and
divide into equal portions depending on the size
of the main mold piece you want to use. This 10”
cake measured 33" and the base of the beveled area
measured 47". The Edna Tiara mold was the largest
design element for this cake and I wanted to use it at
the base of the cake. That Edna Tiara piece measured
almost 9" in length. Using four of that pattern leaves
approximately 2¾” between each of those pieces.
Once I decided on ¼’s, I placed a florist pin at the
top of the cake at each ¼th. This gives me a visual
marker to go by in designing this cake.
In analyzing the mold elements I chose to use the #2
element in that mold and turn it upside down in that
empty area. It still needed a small element to fill that
space, so I added the two small curved pieces in that

area. Make eight pea size balls of equal size. Roll
into elongated teardrops as shown and then shape
into a slight curve flattening the large end slightly.
Place and attach as shown with piping gel or your
favorite edible glue.

Place and attach four of the #8 small pieces just above
the #2 element pieces. Place and attach eight of the
entire Kathy Molds as shown. Place and attach eight
of the individual hearts #6 elements as shown.
Place and attach #3 and #4 elements on either side
of the Kathy Mold. Place and attach another set of
the #2 and #4 elements above – half on the top and
half going down the sides. Between those elements
(Continued on the next page)
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place the top section of the Kathy Mold – #7
element. Above the other Kathy Molds place
another heart element – #5 element.

Roll a small pea size ball, roll into a log and then
flatten and round the ends to fit into the small oval
at the center of the Edna Tiara Mold. Attach with a
small amount of piping gel.

Paint one heart or oval at a time with a thin coat of
piping gel. Using a dry round ¼” diameter soft brush,
dip it lightly into the disco dust and then apply to
the piping gel. Repeating as necessary. Repeat on the
tiara on the top before it is surrounded with flowers.
To remove all those little tiny disco glitter pieces
that fall where you don’t want them, get a clean, full
round brush like what you applied the disco dust
with to the cake. Take that clean brush – touch the
excess disco dust and remove the excess glitter over
a trash can and flick the brush to remove all of the
glitter stuck to it. Repeat until you have removed
all those free floating little pesky glitter pieces from
the fondant. Once those are removed paint the top
surface of all the lace pieces with pearl dust mixed
with lemon extract or confectioners glaze.
Place the cake topper in the center of the cake
and attach with royal icing or a mixture of royal
and piping gel.
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